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Executive Summary
Purpose
Irvington is a neighborhood with rich historic character on the eastside of Indianapolis. Unfortunately, as many communities throughout Indiana, it still faces the potential problem of “Brain Drain”,
even though the residents who live in the community have been working to improve and perfect
their community in many ways.
Margaret Banning, Executive Director of Irvington Development Organization, commented in the
first MCMV meeting that “Recently, younger singles and families are making Irvington home, however the average age of Irvington residents is older than that of the rest of the City of Indianapolis.
Young professionals and families with children are the future of any community so it is important
to engage the younger population in order to keep the neighborhood appealing to the next generation.”
Indeed, the younger generations, especially young local professionals, can help the future development of the community. This project intends to collect wisdom and insight from young people and
implement their ideas within the community. Also, for the youth, during the process, they have an
opportunity to learn and practice planning while also making some positive changes for the community.

Existing Problems and Opportunities
Demographic, Economic and Housing analyses have shown us three problems/opportunities in the
community. The quality of community’s life can be improved if the residents combat the problems
and take advantage of the opportunities. First, the population in the Irvington Community has been
slowly increasing since 2010, and the average age is higher than many communities in Indianapolis.
This issue of an aging population is one that should be addressed to ensure a healthy economy and
vibrant community in the future.
Second, the median income of households in Irvington is higher than the rest of Marion County and
the state of Indiana. It seems that the community is fairly affluent, however it still faces economic
problems, such as a lack of diverse occupations, an increasing gap between the wealthy and impoverished, and lack of job opportunities for youth.
Third, even though the community has a low crime rate, daily the community faces a threat of crime
from nearby communities. In addition, residents within the community are reliant on personal vehicles as their primary mode of transportation. This reliance impacts environmental pollution, rates of
traffic accidents, and traffic congestion.
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Goals, Objectives and Initiatives
In order to combat the problems mentioned above, students from Irvington Preparatory
Academy (IPA) brainstormed 9 initiatives. These action steps were designed to separately
address each problem and enhance the quality of life in the Irvington community.
GOAL 1: Create and Maintain a Positive Perception of Youth in Irvington
Objective 1: Provide the Youth with a Designated Socialization + Networking Space
Support the Construction of a Community Recreation Center
Objective2: Involve the Youth in Irvington Event & Program
Plan, Coordinate, Host a Skills and Talents Event
Create an interactive Website to Record Neighborhood, Community Stories
GOAL 2: Encourage Youth-Driven Entrepreneurship
Objective 1: Provide an Outlet for those Needing Financial Resources
Create or Partner in a Maker’s/Co-Working Space
Objective2: Cultivate Skillsets to continue Entrepreneurial Success
Establish an IPA + Irvington Community Business, Job Club
GOAL 3: Increase / Maintain Neighborhood Safety and Low Crime
Objective 1: Prevent Petty Crimes/Theft/Arson
Develop an IPA Youth-driven + IMPD, Irvington-supported, CPTED Program
Plan, Coordinate, Host events where students, community can get to know IMPD,
Create partnership opps in support of IPA Youth-driven CPTED Program
Objective2: Reduce Traffic and the Safety issues influenced by school
Create and Organize a Community-Building Carpool for Students + Parents
Create a Bike Share Program
6-12 Months

1-2 Years

2-5 Years
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Timeline of Implementation
2018

2019

2021

2020

3. Skills and
Talents Event (Two
times per Year)
Jan. 2019
4. Interactive Website
Nov. 2019

7. Maker’s/Co-Work
M
5. Community Business,
Job Club
Mar. 2022
2. CPTED Program
Aug. 2018
1. Host events - students, comunity can get to know IMPD / Create Partnership Opps
May 2018

6. Community-Building Carpool
Sep. 2022

8.

[The proposed Timeline may changed under different situations]
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Stakeholders & Partnerships

2022

2023

9. Support Community
Recreation Center
Aug. 2021

king Space
Mar. 2021

. Bike Share Program
Dec. 2021

1

IDO - Irvington Development Organization
ICAN - Irvington Community Advocacy Network
IMPD - Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department.
ICS School & Board Leadership
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ICS School & Board Leadership
IDO - Irvington Development Organization
ICAN - Irvington Community Advocacy Network
IMPD - Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department.
Residents
City of Indianapolis
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ICS School & Board Leadership
IDO - Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Branch
ICAN - Irvington Community Advocacy Network
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ICS School & Board Leadership
IDO - Irvington Development Organization
ICAN - Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Volunteer
IDO - Irvington Development Organization
ICAN - Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Individual Enterprises
Indiana Small Business Development Center
City of Indianapolis
JobReady.Indy
IDO - Irvington Development Organization
ICAN - Irvington Community Advocacy Network
IMPD - Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department.
Residents
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6

7

IDO - Irvington Development Organization
ICAN - Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Individual Enterprises
Indiana Small Business Development Center
City of Indianapolis
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IDO - Irvington Development Organization
Indianapolis Cultural Trail, Inc.
IMPD - Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department.
IndyGO
ICS School & Board Leadership
Irvington Businesses
ICS School & Board Leadership
IDO - Irvington Development Organization
City of Indpls
IndyParks
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Planning Process
Due to a late application, the Irvington students began about a month later than the other communities
in the 2017-2018 program. However, the late start did not hinder the planning process due to the
students’ and staffs’ dedication and passion. The following outline details the topics discussed and
analyzed throughout the weekly meetings within each month of the program. The meetings were held
almost every Wednesday from 2:30 pm to 4pm with the exception of those landing on holiday breaks.

November 2017
SWOT Analysis with students.
Hurdles to Living in Irvington.
Necessities provided and excluded in community.
Brainstorm Goals, Objectives, and Initiatives.
Brainstorm survey questions.
Choosing which Initiatives to prioritize.

December 2017
Decide the “who, what, when, where, and how” for each initiative.
Decide how the survey will be distributed and when.
Detailing the initiatives and summarizing the first stage work.

January 2018
Classifying those initiatives into different objectives.
Detailing the initiatives with key steps.

February 2018
Looking for the stakeholders and partnerships.
Adjusting each initiative with the constantly updated information.
Preparing for the second MCMV meeting in BSU.

March 2018
Presenting Irvington action plan in different meetings which included many stakeholders.
Adjusting initiatives.
Creating a timeline for nine initiatives, and the sequences of the implementation depended on the
current resources we had.
Preparing for the last MCMV presentation.

April 2018
Kick off an activity under Initiative 7, named Cops and Donuts.
The last presentation of MCMV.
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Introduction
What is My Community My Vision?
My Community, My Vision is a program conducted by the Indiana Housing & Community Development Authority [IHCDA] and Ball State University since 2014. The main purpose of this program is to
address and combat the “brain drain” problem in Indiana communities, thereby ensuring communities’ longevity and improving the life quality of residents in Indiana.
“Brain Drain” is a common phenomenon occurring in many communities in Indiana, even around the
world. Many communities lack opportunities, public infrastructure, and amenities that attract and
appeal to younger generations that are using these factors to decide where to reside. So, the current
conditions of many communities are leading to a dwindling population, especially among younger
individuals. Considering that the youth are the primary factors of labor within each community in the
future, it is vital to attract and maintain these individuals.
If the majority of younger age groups decrease, the community is likely to face many future problems
such as manpower shortage and the increasing pressure of social security funding. Even though many
local governments recognize the significance of their community’s age structure and attempted a few
measures to change the present situation, the expected effect usually cannot be achieved because
they forget to include the feedback of the youth.
In order to create a community that aligns with young people’s interests, the program has a group of
teenage students from selected communities creating action plans to improve the current and future
conditions of their hometowns. Each of these groups is lead by an urban planning student from Ball
State University with guidance from a local government contact, local community development professional, and/or representative from an involved educational institution.
It is not only an opportunity for students to work with their respective local governments and learn
how to make change for their surrounding environments, but also for the communities to get new
perspectives and a better understanding of young people. This process in turn allows for current and
future positive changes. In order to ensure the implementation of the plan, partnerships are identified and action steps are defined.
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About the Irvington Community
The Irvington community was chosen as one of the participants in the 2017-2018 My Community, My Vision
program. The community was founded in 1870 as a suburban town of Indianapolis, and was annexed by
Indianapolis in 1902. The neighborhood lies adjacent to Washington Street, which is the route of the historic
National Road. The primary commercial hub of the community is also situated alongside this primary thoroughfare. In addition, Irvington consists of diverse cultures and historic homes.
Seventy-eight percent of homes in Irvington were built before 1960, so a large area of Irvington has been
dedicated as a historic district since 2006. Also, many artists have lived and run their studios in Irvington
since a historic art movement began in the early 1900s. Therefore, Irvington is full of art and history and is
considered a lovely place by many of the people living in the area as well as those sightseeing.
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Analysis of Community
Qualitative Analysis
Information from Students and Residents

Identifiers
Every community has their own unique identities. These identifying factors that create Irvington’s identity have been determined by the students. These identifiers not only make a distinction between different communities, but also create a sense of place for residents in Irvington.
It is beneficial for any community to strengthen positive identifiers and combat negative ones in
order to maintain the current population and attract new residents and businesses. For this program,
we asked the students to express what they believed were common defining characteristics of Irvington.
The following is the list created by the students:
Hipsters
Artistic Community
Historic
Trees
Homegrown

Traditional
Entrepreneurship
Mentorship and Artistic Outlet
Poetry
Music

Painting
Walkable neighborhoods
Traffic Congestion
Welcoming
Streetscape

Existing Amenities

Hurdles

When considering what is included or provided near the neighborhood, the students
came to realize that almost everything needed was available. Listed below are various
existing amenities in Irvington community.

However, only one of the involved students’ lives
in the neighborhood, even though the amenities of
neighborhood is sufficient and the environment and
surrounding is comfortable there. This fact caused
the question of why? The below is a list of hurdles
to why the student’s families have chosen not to
live in Irvington.

K-12 Education
Good Food (Local Establishments)
Grocery (close)
Farmers Market
CSA (Community Supported Agriculture)
Hospital (very close)
Assisted Living
Trails
Golf Course
YMCA
Higher Education
Jobs/ Career Opportunities
(Within the Indianapolis Metropolitan Area)
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Desired subdivision design
High Price of Housing in Irvington
High Maintenance and Repair of older housing stock
No Mall Close
Not many places for adults/parents to work
An abundance of fast food

IPA Students’ Survey
Received 137 responses from IPA students. Student - Action Plan based on students’ desires.

What year are you in school?

Would you be willing to share your skill,
hobby or other ‘talent’ at a youth-organized, community skills sharing event?

Do you live within a 20 minute
DRIVE to school?

Do you live within a 20 minute
WALK to school?

Would you like to see more options
for BIKING to & from school?

How do you get to school?
Drive
Carpool
Public Transportation
Walk
Bike
Uber/LYFT/Taxi
Done
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SWOT Analysis
Based on the students’ experience in Irvington (residing, dining, shopping and/or attending school), students
were able to analyze Irvington using a SWOT-A model. The whole process was orchestrated by Tammi Hughes
(ICS), Margaret Banning (IDO) and Tiffany Gehrke (Ball State University).
SWOT-A Analysis is a useful method for understanding the community’s current situation in both positive
(strengths) and negative (weaknesses) ways and predicting the opportunities and threats for the community in
the future while also envisioning what the community members aspire it to be.
After analyzing and classifying, those drafting a plan can better know the advantages and disadvantages in the
community, thereby clearly defining goals and effectively creating initiatives to improve or maintain strengths
and combat weaknesses and threats while also helping create a community that aligns with their aspirations.

T
THREATS

Criminal Activity

Basically, the Irvington community is a safe place to work
and live, but students think that if residents, especially
youth, can lean and know more law enforcements from
local police, the community is likely to maintain the
safety in the future and the security system of Irvington
will be perfected.
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OPPORTUNITIES

O

Empty Marsh Building and Surrounding Site

The site was a commercial plaza before, but now, except a few
businesses, the area is almost vacant. Students want to use this
place and make some positive activities there since the lot is
not only close to downtown, but also lies between Washington
Street, the community’s main road with large traffic flow, and
the Pennsy Trail, for the biker and the walker. (Geographical
Advantages)

Ellenberger Park

Since the park has a large green space and many amenities,
such as the Ellenberger Public Pool, the park is a good site for
holding community activities.

Lack of Public Transportation

Irvington does not have enough public transportation, residents typically use personal automobiles. The bus only goes
through a few main roads, like Washington Street. Even though
the community is walkable, sometimes, it is hard to arrive at a
distant destination without public transportation.

Traffic Flow

According to the data from Irvington Development Organization, 25,000 automobiles pass down Washington Street every
day. It is a positive number to show the vitality of the community, but it also exposes a big traffic problem in Irvington. Like
many cities in America, traffic congestion seems an inevitable
problem affecting people’s life, especially during rush hour.

Lack of Fun After-school Activities

Although the Indianapolis Public Library - Irvington Branch is a
good public space offered for learning and communicating, it
also faces many problems. One of problems is that too many
students get together in the library after school are loud and
make messes. Students believe that the fundamental reason
for disruption in the library space is due to the lack of fun spaces and activities after school. If they have other places where
they can spend time, the problem will be resolved.

Bikeability

The weakness is related to the problem of poor public transportation throughout Irvington. Students want to use energy-saving transportation as their trip mode and biking is an
option. However, many roads in Irvington do not have bike
lanes. Also, minimal bikes are provided for public use.

STRENGTHS

ES
ESS
AKN
WE

W

S

Indianapolis Public Library

The library provides various amenities and services and studying spaces for the public, which satisfies many people’s needs.

Respectful Residents

As mentioned by a few students in the group, residents in
Irvington are friendly and willing to show their kindness to one
another.

Businesses (Private)

Many artists put their homes and studios in Irvington, which
leads to the establishment of many small businesses.Besides, the
government has been committed to attract new businesses, and
supported them with government power.

Law Enforcement (Polite, Kind, and Helpful)

One girl mentioned that she feels comfortable when she sees
the Irvington police because they are smiling all the time. They
are also friendly and willing to help in any situation.

Safe Place

Irvington is a low crime rate community. Moreover, “very walkable” neighborhood score is 77%.

Welcoming

People are likely to start their new families there because of
lower housing cost than central Indianapolis, adequate facilities and shorter distance between working and living space.

Events

There are many annual events happening in Irvington, such as
the Halloween Festival, Irvington Folk Festival, Celebrate Irvington, Farmers’ Markets and Holiday Open House.
Wildlife
Streetscape and area landscaping have been better designed
to improve the community environment and residents’ quality
of life.
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Quantitative Analysis:

Data from ESRI: A GIS Mapping Software

Using data from Eris to analyze Irvington community is a comparatively objective way to understand the
community’s current situation. In this section, there are three main aspects of community will be analyzed based on big data: population, economy and housing, because those factors influence whether
young people want to live in this community.

Population Summary
Population Change
One of significant elements which marks a successful urban area is the population, the same is true for a
community. The change of population during 2000-2010 shows that Irvington community faced trouble
in this period. Fortunately, the population grows back in recent years perhaps since many development
programs are running. Overall, the population change in Irvington is small and the rate of increase is slow,
which means the community is relatively stable.
Besides, the daytime population is 7,511 in 2017, includes 2,367 workers and 5,144 residents. In the developing meaning, daytime population has more active meaning for the downtown since they will create
some values for the community.

Total Population

20OO
11,726

2010
10,805

2017
11,190

Total Household

5,285

4,892

5,187

Population by Race / Ethnicity
According to the Chart on the left side, the
change of residents’ distribution by race is tiny.
The diversity index is 34.5 in 2017, higher than
29.8 in 2010 and the score is expected to reach
38.6 in 2022.

7.3%

87.2%
2010

8.2%

84.8%
2017
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Comparing with the data of Marion County,
Indiana and United States in 2016, the rate of
white alone in Marion County is 65%, in Indiana is 85.6% and 76.9% in United States. In this
respect, the community lacks diversity.
Why the population distribution by races is so
important for a community? Since as a nation
of immigrants, the diversity of residents in a
community usually refers to the development
degree. There are many benefits to having a
community with racial and ethnic diversity.

Age Structure of Residents
The age structure of residents in a community is the significant factor to evaluate the community whether needs to pay more attention on appealing young residents. As mentioned in the Forward part, the
youth are the main participants for the community growth in the future. They may bring new concepts
and ideas to help a further development.
In order to give a more visual way to display the current condition of age structure of population in Irvington community, the table below listed the proportions of different age’s people in Irvington community,
and comparing them with Marion Country and Indiana.
It is not hard to see that the median age of Irvington is higher than median age of Marion Country and Indiana. The rate of young people (under and include 24) is also lower. These numbers objectively revealed
the problem about the shortage of young population in community.

Educational Attainment %
In general, a person has better educational level will bring more
contribution values for the society. So, if the community have
more residents with high education are likely to develop the community in positive way.
Campare with
Marion County

The chart on the left shows the educational backgrounds of residents in
Irvington. The rate of residents who
get high school degree or above is
higher, but it also shows that 21.9%
people stopped their education after
high school, and 17.3% people have
not get degree from their colleges.
Just imagine that, if many residents
with lower education live together in
a community, their children will copy
behaviors from their parents and
people around them (neighborhoods),
and the bad circle will seriously influence the surrounding of the community. Therefore, how to improve learning
interest for the existing population
and attract more high-education residents move in the community, are two
questions to consider.
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Economy Summary
Brief Introduction of Business in Irvington Community
There are total 271 businesses in Irvington community which includes 2,692 employees in 2017. In this section,
those businesses will be classified by SIC Codes (Standard Industrial Classification Code), thereby displaying the
situation of the business distribution in the community.
According to the data below, the major business in Irvington is services, like hotel/lodging, automotive services, amusements, education institutions, and etc. In addition, the retail trade also takes up a large part of
businesses, which includes general merchandise stores, food stores, auto dealers, gas station, eating /drinking
places and so on.

Campare with
Marion County
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Occupation of Irvington Residents
5.3%

94.7%

The data shows that the number of residents who are over 16
years old and have a job is 6,167, and 63.1% of them are white
collars. Combing the data about population by age below, if all
residents, age between 16 to 64 years old, are employed, the
number of employed population should be about 7,500. However,
the actual number is lower than the estimated value. There are
two possibilities may cause this result, one is that these people
are still learning in the school, and the other one may because
some residents without work or some works are special and not
been included in any classification, like novelist, YouTuber, and etc.
If the miss population in this data are people without work, the
related organizations can help them to enhance their life; If they
are doing some special works, maybe it is a good inspiration for
creating some new occupations in community and increasing the
diversity as well. Therefore, even though the residents’ occupation seemly is not important factor which affects the quality of
the community, but from these data, we can find some potential
problems or opportunities for the community.

Income
The list attached below shows the different households’ income, the average of households’ income in Irvington community is $67,548 in 2017, but the median income of households is $51,635, which means that
the number of residents who have income lower than average income is more than residents have higher
income. In short, the number of poor residents are more than rich one, and the gap between their incomes
is big. However, comparing with median income for a household in Marion County ($47,697), and in Indiana
($46,242), the income of households in Irvington is higher than many communities in Marion County, or in
Indiana.
Campare with
Marion County
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Housing Summary
If a young people want to move to a new community, housing is one of necessary factors to consider since for
the most people, house is the place where people stay for the longest time in their life. So, is the new house
close to the work area? Is the housing cost affordable? Is the surrounding around the house good? Are all elements which influence people’s decisions? In this section, existing household type, house value, surrounding
and working distance will be analyzed to show the condition of housing in Irvington.

Existing Households
The number of the household change are following with the population change. In 2000, Irvington has 5,285
households, but till 2010, the number reduce to 4,892. In 2017, the households are increasing back to 5,031,
and on average, each house accommodates 2-3 people. According to the data from 2010, the family households are 2,600, includes 1,795 husband-wife family (with own children 670) and 805 other families (with own
children 670). Nonfamily households is 2,292. One point should pay more attention is that only 1,225, about
25% of the total household households, have children, so, low birthrate maybe is one of reasons which cause
the phenomenon of lack of young population in Irvington.

Housing Value
Housing value has been decided by many various elements, some of them are obvious and some are unpredictable. In general, the house own quality and its geographic position are two main factors which influence
the value of the house. However, since most of houses in Irvington have historical significance, the value is
hard to be assessed.
There are many potential elements will change the value, so, the data list below only is one way to analyze the
house values. The data shows that, the average home value is $134,251 in Irvington, and according to the data
from Zillow Real Estate, the average of rent price is around $850. Comparing with rent price of Indianapolis
Metro ($1,100), the price is friendly for the young people who just start their first job.
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Existing Housing Condition
If the rate of house Occupancy in a community is almost full, potential residents are likely to choose another
place to live. So, understanding existing condition of housing occupancy rate and readjust different types of accommodation are useful steps to satisfy more housing demands. After analyzing the occupancy rates in three
periods, it is not hard to see that the rate of vacant housing units raised greatly during 2000 – 2010, but the
upward tendency stopped after 2010.
The decline of occupancy mainly was caused by the transform of mind of the housing, for example, people
who live ln Irvington prefer to rent a house instead of buying a house in the recent years, the renter occupied
housing rate is still increasing, from 27.3% to 31.1%. The good thing about this change is that there are more
people who are willing to live in Irvington, and they maybe will bring new ideas and cultures for the community. On the other hand, the bad tendency is that if too many residents move their families be frequently, which
is not good for the stability of the community.

Main Transportation to Work – Workers’ Age over 16 years old
Irvington is a walkable community, which has been
considered as one of advantages of the community.
However, the data below show that the mainly travel
mode is using private cars, includes drove alone and
carpooled. The rate of using the public transportation
is 1.6%, the number is very low.
Besides, the type of public transportation is single, bus
line and few taxicabs are only two types of trip mode
which support the public transportation system in
Irvington. Since the walking distance is limited for the
general people, if a community want to really achieve
the goal – “walkable”, the construction of public transportation is requisite. Public transportation is assistive
tools of walking. Subway / railway and bicycle are
considered as the greenest trip modes, and they can be
used by people to extend people’s ranges of activity in
an environmental way.
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2011-2015 Occupied Housing Units by Vehicles Available
In Irvington, most residents have their own cars (90.1%), and some families possess more than one private car (54.9%). Even though it is not a surprise result for a common community in America, a country is
historically dependent on the automobile, people cannot neglect the problem cars bring.

Travel time to work – Workers’ age over 16 years old
Combining two data above, the data below show the reason why did the residents in Irvington use the automobile to work. The most important reason is that their working place are not around. Most people should
spend 15-35min on the road by car, and the distance between home and work place cannot be easily arrived
by walk. If a resident can find a dream job in the community, he/she must spend time on the road.
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Inhabiting information of IPA students
The map shows the all locations of IPA students’ houses, and the black block refers to the boundaries of
the Irvington community. The map visually demonstrates that many students are not live in the community. The data list on the right also display the same phenomenon. The zip code of Irvington is 46219, and
only 385 (39.9%) students live in this zip code.
However, there are a few communities also share the same zip code with Irvington community, so in fact,
the rate of IPA students who live in Irvington is low. Many young population gathered in schools, like IPA
high school, they are the main objective that the community want to save for the community’s future.
In general, students will generate feelings about the community where their schools located since they
spend much time and leave many memories there. So, if related organizations can help to provide affordable housing for these students’ families, they are likely to move in and the number of young population
will increase.
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Goals
Objectives
Initiatives
After analyzing the qualitative information and quantitative data, we can
understand Irvington community more comprehensive from different aspects.
As mentioned above, Irvington has a few advantages and disadvantages, however, it is impossible to save all problems for the community in just one plan.
So, students have to summarize the analysis result, thereby deciding three
goals they mostly want to achieve.
Then, thinking how to create real strategies to match these three goals and
trying their best to implement them with help from government officers and
stakeholders. In this section, a few initiatives have been created by students
to achieve their goals and the purpose, plan, timeline and budget of each
initiative will be listed below to show the ideas from young people.

GOAL 1: Create and Maintain a
Positive Perception of Youth in Irvington
Even though young generation is one type of population that the community want to keep and attract,
young people, sometimes, will bring some radical behaviors which may break the rule of the community
or lead to some new problems. As we know that young have many energies to explore the world, but if
their fidgety energy cannot be burn off or they cannot use the energy in the right way, all of them will
result in problems.
Worse still, sometimes, only few students did something wrong, but the mistake will become a stereotype of the whole generation. The generation is likely to be treated unfairly at work and other areas. The
vicious circle of stereotype will directly influence the decision of young population whether want to stay
on the community. Therefore, increasing the perception of the youth population is a main goal to not only
modify some students’ inappropriate behaviors, but also keep the sufficient number of young population
for the community. Moreover, different groups of people in community can know each other better and
reduce the gas between different generations.
In Irvington, the perception of the youth population is not good since a few students messed up the rules
of the community. So, two objectives listed below in order to save two problems which happened in
students’ living and studying experience and reduced the perception of the youth. Some initiatives are
created to achieve those objectives.

Objective 1: Provide the Youth with a Designated Socialization + Networking Space
Many students in the group think that they do not have enough space to do some activities after school,
which may lead to the problem in the Public Library since the library is one of limited public spaces where
students think they could do some activities outside of their school time.
However, some students made noise and broke the rules of the library, which reduced the perception of the
youth in the community. On the other side, the lack of activity space is not good for the contact between
students. Sarah Mundy, the teacher of IPA students, described students’ situation when they were in school:
since the class schedule is compact, students usually do not have enough time to communicate with their
classmates. So, she confirmed the significance of creating a space for students’ communication after school.
When young people make friends, and create memories in Irvington, they will be reluctant to leave the community.

Objective 2: Involve the Youth in Irvington Event & Program
The other problem is that some businesses in Irvington are not willing to hire “student employees” because
of some previous bad impressions. For example, some student employees stole goods, which bring many
losses for the business, so some businesses reject to hire student employees anymore.
In fact, most of students have good behaviors and want to get some work experiences after school hours.
However, they do not have opportunities to contact with practicing people from different fields. If students
can know more knowledge about some local businesses in Irvington, they may engage in those businesses
after they graduate. In the same time, businesses can get many young labors for improvement. Also, the
community can keep more youth live around their working places.
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Initiative 1: Support the
Construction of a Community Recreation Center
WhY
In order to solve the library problem mentioned above, and increase the communication opportunities for
the young people, supporting the construction of a recreation center with activities and peer tutoring opportunities is one of the suitable methods.
There are many elements that should be considered, like the site selection, activity design, administration
and management, budget and etc. Listed below is the detailed information of the ideal recreational center.

WHAT
The activity will be designed and mainly managed by students, related organization can help them to implement these activities. After group discussion, students want to build a multifunctional space in the recreation
center because they think that it is a flexible way to use the space and maximize the utilization of the limited
space.
Students, teachers and some volunteers are responsible for the activity arrangements. They will arrange a
schedule to match different groups’ needs and the schedule will be adjusted in the beginning stage.
All activities are listing below:
Sports Club: which includes various sports activities. All sports activities will be arranged in one space but
different time.
Fitness Center: all residents and students can share this space. Since the expenditure of fitness equipment is
huge, so the place is not open for free. Students can get discount with students’ ID cards.
Students run coffee shop (or other businesses): if students want to do some small businesses, they can start
their careers there.
Learning Center: students can do homework and study in this area. Many studying groups will be organized
and each group will include more than one higher grades’ student and some Lower grades’ students. They
can help each other to improve their knowledge.

Partners
ICS School & Board Leadership
Irvington Development Organization
City of Indpls
IndyParks
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SITES

HOW

Site 1 - IPA School (Short Term)
Students can start a few activities at school after school
hours firstly, and practice the different activities they
want to put them in the future recreation center. Also,
the practice of the activities in school is the good reference for adjusting the content of activities.

Site 1:
- Garner support of ICS School & Board Leadership.
- Develop and Identify student-supported programming through survey #2.
- Identify funding and partnership needs.
- Determine implementation and evaluation timeline.

Site 2 - Ellenberger Park
The Ellenberger Park is a famous public and green space
in Irvington and there are a few existing amenities, such
as Ellenberger Public Pool. If putting the site there, the
recreation center can better connect with other amenities and environment around it. Moreover, the activity
space is not limited to the interior anymore, young people can do more things outside.

Site 2:
- Garner support of ICS School & Board Leadership to
issue letters of support.
- Execute partnership agreement for programming.
- Conduct survey #2 identifying top five youth-supported programming needs.
- Support City of Indpls, IDO, IndyParks requests for
grant funding and financing.
- Attend public meetings in support of priority.

Site 3 - Marsh Supermarket
Marsh supermarket building in Irvington Plaza is empty
now, and the quality of the building is good for use with
decorations. Also, the location of the site is close to the
IPA school and the Pennsy Trail, so students can easily
and safely arrive the recreation center by bike or walk
after school.

Site 3:
- Provide site development support as requested by
IDO and City of Indianapolis.

CASE
Cumberland Park, Nashville. (Outside Space)
Cumberland Park is one part of the larger Riverfront
Revitalization Plan in Nashville, Tennessee. There are
many innovate activities applied with sufficient facilities in this park to attract children and their families,
like the Hollow, the climbing nets, the climbing walls
and the Explorers Trail.
The designer of the park dexterously changed the landform and divided various uses in different sections of
the land. It is a good example about an open space for
recreation and events, if the youth recreation center in
this action plan could be built in the Ellenberger Park,
Irvington, Indianapolis, the outside space may reference to this case.
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Initiative 2: Plan, Coordinate,
Host a Skills and Talents Event
WhY
Host a program offered to students and residents teaching life skills and showcasing talents, skills, and hobbies of students. As mentioned above, different groups of people in Irvington community do not have enough
communication, which will lead to many misunderstandings between various groups. In order to let residents
or businessmen / business women know more about the young generation, we want to organize a program to
enhancing understanding.

WHAT
Students can show their skills there, if some audiences are
looking for those abilities, they can give students opportunity to know more related careers. The program will start
from students, but also welcome all residents to participate
in this program. In the long run, people in the community
will know each other well, which is not only good for the
harmonious development of the community, but also creating more opportunities for people and their businesses.

HOW
- Garner support of ICS School & Board Leadership.
- Organize a team to plan and manage all of the
event’s details:
Event Process
Book Venue
Set a date
Publicity
Define Participator
Find Sponsors
Volunter
- Identify funding and partnership needs.
- Brand and advertise the event.
- Determine evaluation process.
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Partners
ICS School & Board Leadership
IDO - Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Branch
Irvington Community Advocacy Network

WHEN
At least 2 times per year. One time should be
hold around the middle of the year, and the
other one will be hold in the end of the year.
(Giving a summary about one year’s life and
making new goals)

Initiative 3: Create an Interactive Website
to Record Neighborhood, Community Stories
WhY
Build a Virtual Irvington Community on the internet to connect
people who live, work or study in Irvington by their stories. It may
enhance the community attachment in some ways and become a
platform for sharing community resources.

WHAT
Creating a website to gather youth’s story or the whole community stories. The internet is one of popular tools for communication.
Students and all residents can put their stories, proposals or any
achievements in the websites, as long as they want to share.
The local government can pick some meaningful and interesting stories and make a community magazine, the magazine can be a print
version or E-Journal (digital version).

HOW
- Organize a board in charge of the website.
- Identify funding and partnership needs
- Design and create the website
- Brand and advertise the website
- Connect the website with the Skills and Talents Event

Partners
ICS School & Board Leadership
Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Volunteer

CASE
The Facing Project in Muncie, Indiana.
The Facing Project is a nonprofit program in Muncie, people in the community, or people have experience in the
community can share their stories in the website. The group owned the website provides a platform and tools to
all citizens to present their voices, thereby strengthening the connection between different groups.
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GOAL 2: Encourage Youth-Driven Entrepreneurship
Economic development is a fundamental element to the prosperity of a community. Even though,
sometimes, a wealthy community is not directly related to a successful community, a bad economic
condition must reduce the community’s attraction.
According to the economic data from Esri, the community of Irvington is a wealthy community in
Indiana since the average income of the residents is higher than the average income of the Indiana
and Marion Country. However, what is the direction of the next step of the economic improvement
in Irvington, and how can young people involve in the economic development process?
For those two questions, we think that the youth is good at innovating new things, and accepting
new ideas, so encouraging young people to make their own businesses based on what they interested is one of directions for the community’s economic development. Besides, the traditional industries are saturated after many years’ practices, and the profit margins are limited in some ways, so
giving more supports to the youth may bring some new opportunities for the community.

Objective 1: Provide an Outlet for those Needing Financial Resources
Some people may have a few good ideas about running a business by themselves, but the process
usually is difficult since they do not have enough financial and technical supports. In addition, starting a business may needs a group of people with various skills to work together because the force of
a person is finite.
However, the problem is that people with different skills may not have opportunities to know each
other. So, we want to provide a platform for people who with entrepreneurship to find good resources and business partners.

Objective 2: Cultivate Skillsets to continue Entrepreneurial Success
Some people may only have some immature inspirations of holding an own business, but in fact,
they usually do not know how to organize their ideas and implement them to be a real project. In
addition, a part of people wants to explore a business in the new field, but they do not have accesses to get in.
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Initiative 4: Create or
Partner in a Maker’s/Co-Working Space
WHAT
Provide a platform for people who with entrepreneurship to find good resources and business partners.

WhY
Creating a maker’s /co-working space for the youth who want to run a business. Since the young people may
not have enough financial supports to start their business, the rental fee for the new entrepreneur in this space
can be lower. The entrepreneur is able to open a working studio, manual workshop, or a retail store there. Also,
the space can be defined as a co-working space to assist with startups and encourage collaboration. As mentioned the problem above, the new entrepreneur may need an outlet to find various resources and right partners. They can look for those resources and people in the co-working space. A public space will be reserved in
the central area of the space, and all the people with unique ideas and talents can sharing their inspirations and
expressing their needs.

HOW
- Identify the market (Value)
survey and quantitative analysis
- Garner support of IDO
- Identify funding and partnership needs
- Find a space
Marsh Supermarket
Ellenberger Park
- Design and create spaces
- Brand and advertise the space
- Events and Education
- Management

CASE
Shibuya Hikarie 8 Floor (Inside Space)
The case below is a creative space in the 8 floor of Shibuya
Hikarie, Tokyo, Japan. The space has been divide into 8 sections, and the function of each of them can be changed by
the users. The user can have their individual space, but also
can go to the public space for chatting. In addition, the flexible space can satisfy many other purposes, like art gallery,
meeting room, students’ running stores, museum, private
library and studios.

Partners
Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Individual Enterprises
Indiana Small Business Development
Center
City of Indianapolis
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Initiative 5: Establish an
IPA + Irvington Community Business, Job Club
WHAT
1. Plan, strategize, launch IPA SWAG, Resource Bookstore
2. JobReady.Indy Partnership
3. Host an IPA + Irvington Business Association Youth Job Fair

WhY
Establishing a business club and welcome all people who have an intention to create a business. The club
will be subdivided into several groups by the occupational classification, thereby people can easily find their
groups.
The member in a group can share their experiences and discuss problems in the entrepreneurial process. Besides, some successful entrepreneurs will be invited and make presentations to share their experiences. It may
help the club member in some ways.

BUDGET
Uses

Actions
Develop, Strategize, Launch IPA Bookstore

Program Materials & Supplies

Host IPA + Irvington Business Association Youth Job Fair
JobReady.Indy Partnership

Develop, Strategize, Launch IPA Bookstore
Marketing Materials, Strategy

Host IPA + Irvington Business Association Youth Job Fair
JobReady.Indy Partnership

Meals (Events, Community Meetings) Host IPA + Irvington Business Association Youth Job Fair
Total
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HOW
- Garner support of IDO
- Identify funding and partnership needs
- Choose a meeting location
The Co-working space
- Recruit members for the club
- Hosting the first meeting
- Establish a budget, determine
membership dues, and find sponsors
- Management

Partners
Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Individual Enterprises
Indiana Small Business Development Center
City of Indianapolis

Expenses

Notes

$ 250.00 Purchase, constructon of inventory display, shelving needs; Inventory purchased by ICS.
$ 500.00 Banners, fliers, outreach materials and technology to support (2) annual events.
N/A Still development; Believe no cost to ICS.

$ 175.00 Promotion, advertising, signage, community awareness.
$ 500.00 Local advertising, social media, grassroots advertising, signage, youth engagement.
N/A Still development; Believe no cost to ICS.

$ 250.00 Communty stakeholders, job fair participants, attendees.
$ 1,675.00
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GOAL 3: Increase / Maintain

Neighborhood Safety and Low Crime
Safety is a significant assessment criteria of a good community. After observing the community and
communicating with IPA students, basically, the degree of the safety in Irvington is good (see the
crime map below). Most of students in the group express their satisfaction of the community’s context. However, maintaining the good neighborhood surrounding is a challenge work since there are
many potential risks may hide behind the peaceful life.

Objective 1: Prevent Petty Crimes/Theft/Arson
As one of the oldest suburbs of Indianapolis, the first impression of the Irvington community is
peaceful and comfortable. Indeed, according to data from the crime risk map, it is not hard to find
that the community is safe with lower crime rate.
However, the map also shows us that there is a big piece of land where is very close to the Irvington
community has higher crime risk. So, Irvington community may will be influenced if people do not
have pay more attention on this potential issue.

Objective 2: Reduce Traffic and the Safety issues influenced by school
According to the data about the main transportation to work in Irvington community, only 1.6%
residents (over 16 years-old) use public transportation. In addition, most of students in the IPA are
living out of the community, so most students are going to school by their private cars. There are two
main problems are caused by overusing cars: the environmental pollution and the traffic accident. As
we know that automobile exhaust fumes are one of the major causes of greenhouse effect and air
pollution, which is not match to the goal of sustainable development. Also, an increasing traffic flow
will lead to more traffic accidents, especially for the walking people. So, making a walkable community become a main goal to promote the safe level of the community’s traffic and environment.
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Initiative 6: Develop an IPA Youth-driven
+ IMPD, Irvington-supported, CPTED Program
Partners

WHAT
1. Little Free Library Program Implementation,
Advocacy – ICS Campus-wide
2. ICS Green Team Formation, Implementation
3. Safe Routes to Parks Plan, Strategy

WhY

Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department.
Residents
Little Free Library

Maintain the good neighborhood surrounding of Irvington is a challenge work since there are many potential risks hide behind the peaceful life. How to fundamentaly improve the safety rate of the community and
also enhance the safety consciousness of the residents? Eduation, environmental protection and green
travel have been considered as three relevent elements which are able to reduce the risk rate in some
respects. Therefore, our CPTED program will start from some small activites, and wish those actions can
maintain or improve the quality of Irvington's surrounding.

HOW
Little Free Library Program
- Identify a Location & Steward
- Purchase a Library online
- Get a Library
- Register the Library
- Get community involved
- kick off the Library in style

ICS Green Team
- Advertising the activity
- Registering
- Organzing the Green Team
- Training the Volunteers
- Site the place of Green movement
- Schedule the first action
- Evaluating the process

Safe Routes
- Recruit Volunteers
- Create a group
- Training
- Collecting data
- Survey and research
- Plan
- Evaluating

BUDGET
Uses
Program Materials &
Supplies

Marketing Materials,
Strategy

Actions
Little Free Libraries Program - ICS Campuswide
ICS Green Team Program - ICS Campuswide

Expenses
$ 975.00
$ 550.00

Safe Routes to Parks Plan, Strategy - ICS, Irvington

$ 100.00

IPA + Community + IMPD ICS Campus Public Art Program
Little Free Libraries Program - ICS Campuswide

$ 525.00
$ 125.00

ICS Green Team Program - ICS Campuswide

$ 125.00

Safe Routes to Parks Plan, Strategy - ICS, Irvington

$ 100.00

Meals (Team, Community ICS Students, Families + Plan Stakeholders
Meetings)

$ 225.00
Total

$ 2,725.00
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Initiative 7: Plan, Coordinate, Host events where students
can get to know IMPD, Create partnership opps in suppor
WHAT
1. Launch IPA, IMPD Cops + Donuts Series
2. Implement IMPD School Programs for youth crime-prevention, awareness, outreach
(Encountering Police / Traffic Stop / Dangers of Drug Abuse, Underage Drinking / Juvenile Justice Jeopardy)
3. Irvington Community Advocacy Network - Irvy 500 (teams, outreach, partnership)
4. Plan, strategize, host IPA + Irvington School, Community Game Night – community locations
5. Evaluate IPA Building Egress, Ingress in CPTED practices.

WhY
Host an event where the youth and residents can get to know law enforcement and get the opportunity
of law enforcement training. The related officers, like local police will be invited in the event to popularize
legal knowledge, and tell people how to protect themselves when they are in emergency situation, thereby
creating a closer relationship with the public.
Besides, the law enforcement can offer some chances for the public to visit their offices or working places,
and make some basic introduction during the trip. In this way, people will know how their working process,
and may coordinate with their works better in the future. For instance, the youth and residents can go and
visit the fire department, and they may know how to follow firefighters’ instructions well and how to use
firetrucks to save their lives.

BUDGET
Uses

Marketing Materials,
Strategy, Space Rental
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Actions
Co-host IPA-sponsored IMPD School
Programs for youth crime-prevention
Support ICAN through participation in
Irvy 500 community event
Plan, Strategize, host IMPD + Irvington
community (schools) Game Night
Total

Expenses

$ 175.00 Juvenile Justice Jeopardy, Polic
Drinking
$ 175.00 CPTED Program marketing ma

$ 250.00 Off-site (ICS) events, quarterly
(grades 8 - 12)
$ 600.00

s, community
rt of IPA Youth-driven CPTED Program
HOW
- Garner support of IMPD
Training small young groups to get know the
law enforcement.
- Garner support of ICS School & Board Leadership
- Organize a team to plan and manage all of the
event’s details (could be the young groups)
- Identify funding and partnership needs
- Advertise the event
Cops and Donuts at school - talk to youth
- Determine evaluation process
- Schedule timely events

Partners
Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department.
ICS School & Board Leadership

Notes

ce Traffic Stop, Dangers of Drug Abuse, Underage

aterials, event apparel

y in Irvington locaion -open to ALL Irvington youth
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Initiative 8: Create and Organize
a Community-Building Carpool for Students + Parents
WHAT
There are two main problems are
caused by overusing cars: the environmental pollution (health) and
the traffic accident (safety).

WhY
Carpool is an innovative method to reduce the traffic problem
to a certain extent. With a carpool, people can share rides
with others if they have the same destination.
In fact, there are similar actions like carpool are working in
Irvington now, but those actions are limited in small groups
and have not be standardized yet. Every school is suggested
to organize a carpool group, since students have a same destination every workdays.
They and their parents can save valuable time and reduce the
gas and parking fee and it is also a good method to consolidate friendship between different students’ families.

HOW
- Garner support of IMPD and ICS School & Board Leadership.
- Host a parents’ hearing to introduce the Carpool project, and record all families with interests.
- Map all students’ addresses and divide into groups by the distance, and suggest routes to each group.
- Identify funding and partnership needs.
- Get to know all drivers (parents) and elect them for security purpose.
- Get feedback from parents or students and revise the carpool project.
- Get technological supports - Use a carpool app to recording routes and make sure the security.

Partners
Irvington Development Organization
Irvington Community Advocacy Network
Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department
Students and their parents
Residents
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Initiative 9: Create a Bike Share Program
WhY
According to the result from quantitative analysis, 98.4% residents over 16-year-old are choose their
private cars as the main trip mode. Only 1.6% people use the public transportation, and the public transportation only refers to the bus. Students want to use healthier and green trip mode, so, they are planning
to create a bike share program. In fact, a bike share program is running in the central area of Indianapolis,
but the service scope is limited (see the figure below). However, as a good resource in a close area, Irvington can refer to the program or make a connection with it.
Based on the ideas from students, the use of the bike will not be charge money, or less cost of use, like 1
dollar. And the user is responsible for keeping and maintaining those public facilities. The source of the
bike is expected from the public donation. Connecting with the other initiative mentioned above, students
want to set a stop in front of the recreation center. The other locations of the bike stops will be decided by
specific needs. In this way, the students can ride bikes on the trail or in the park and arrive their destination by the public transportation.

HOW
- Garner support of IMPD, IndyGo, and ICS School
- Spread the word and let people know the bike share program
- Identify funding and partnership needs
- Collect bikes from the public or some individual organizations
- Map the bike line over the community
- Host some classes to train people how repair and maintain
the public bikes
- Get feedback from users and revise the program

Partners
Irvington Development Organization
Indianapolis Cultural Trail, Inc.
Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department.
IndyGO
ICS School & Board Leadership
Irvington Businesses
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey Results
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Appendix B: Esri Results
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Appendix C: Previous plans for
Irvington Plaza on Washington Street
PLAN 1

PLAN 2
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PLAN 4
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PLAN 3
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Appendix D: Environmental Analysis
Brownfields Map
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Appendix E: Budgets
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